
   

 

Market Making Arrangement 

Agenda item 6.  Bank ABC’s proposed repurchase and resale of shares via a designated market 
making arrangement 

Context 

The Group has had a longstanding issue in that the intrinsic value of Bank ABC is not fully 
reflected in its Bahrain Bourse share price. 

In the opinion of the Board of Directors, there are a number of factors contributing to this, 
including the low trading volume of Bank ABC’s ordinary shares on the Bahrain Bourse. 

Related issues were also commented on at last year’s AGM, and Bank ABC’s senior management 
and Board of Directors have been actively exploring options to address the situation since then, 
noting that the Capital Markets Supervisory Directorate of the Central Bank of Bahrain (“CMSD”) 
has specified that shareholder approval at this year’s AGM is required for the following proposed 
solution.  

Proposed Solution 

The Board of Directors believes that appointing Securities and Investment Company BSC 
(“SICO”) as the designated market maker with respect to Bank ABC’s ordinary shares listed on 
the Bahrain Bourse is likely to inject more market liquidity, thereby assisting any shareholders 
who want to sell their Bank ABC shares to do so.  

Over time, this increased liquidity may, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, result in the 
intrinsic value of Bank ABC being better reflected in its share valuation. 

The proposed market making arrangement is subject to the approval of the CMSD and any 
market making activities by SICO will be conducted in accordance with the market making 
guidelines of the Bahrain Bourse. 

Bank ABC understands that SICO has successfully instituted similar market making programmes 
with other Bahrain-based companies. 

The proposed market making programme with SICO will be in effect for an initial 12-month 
period following its establishment, so as to enable Bank ABC to gauge the success of the 
arrangement, but may be extended (whether with SICO or another company) thereafter if the 
Board of Directors considers it appropriate. 

Implications of the Market Marking Arrangement 

Under the proposed market making arrangement, SICO buys and sells Bank ABC shares on 
Bank ABC’s behalf, but at SICO’s total discretion.  Consequently, the Bank ABC shares purchased 
by SICO under the proposed market making arrangement will be treated as treasury shares 
until such time as they are sold or cancelled with any valuation impact taken through equity.   



   

 

CMSD rules provide that the number of Bank ABC shares owned by Bank ABC as treasury shares 
at any one time shall not exceed 10% of the total number of Bank ABC’s issued shares, although 
in this case approval is being sought that the shares purchased by SICO on Bank ABC’s behalf 
under the proposed market making arrangement will not at any point exceed more than 3% of 
total share capital   

Recommendation 

Shareholders are, therefore, requested to approve the following resolutions:  
 
 To approve Bank ABC’s repurchase of a percentage of its own shares not exceeding 3% of 

the total and reselling them, via a designated market maker, with a view to enhancing the 
liquidity of the Bank’s shares in the market, within the next 12 months, subject to obtaining 
the approval of the Central Bank of Bahrain 
 

 That Bank ABC’s Board of Directors, or its delegate, be authorised to determine the terms 
and conditions of the market maker’s appointment and to take all necessary steps with the 
concerned authorities to obtain the necessary approvals to implement this resolution. 

 

 

 


